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Text of letter from K. Blackwell to Herbert Wallis (Mechanical Superintendent of the Grand 
Trunk Railway)

15 November 1876

Dear Sir

I do not know how you will feel disposed to treat the deputation of Engineers in case they 
should call on you re the matter of raising the low grade men.

They will approach you claiming that they are simply reminding you of an agreement you made 
with them & have not fully carried out and they will also say that Mr Hickson [General Manager 
of the Grand Trunk] told them to come to him when they had a grievance—under these 
circumstances I think it would be unwise to adopt such an antagonistic measure as to discharge 
them for two reasons.

1st. it might cause a movement amongst them that would perhaps amount to a strike or a 
scandal that would injure the Company & cause loss of business.

2nd. any such open antagonism as this towards the men, on our part would attract the aid and 
general attention of the Brotherhood to the Grand Trunk Engineers - and at the present 
moment that sort of attention on the prat of the Brotherhood is what we least require as I shall 
endeavor to show you—I propose that we abolish the Brotherhood on this road as follows. 
When the assist. Loco. Supt. makes an Engineer he shall be made to sign a declaration on the 
form of certificate that he will never become a Member of the Brotherhood.

This plan could be carried out in such a way that the Brotherhood would cease to exist on our 
Road in 18 months.

A great many of our young members have not yet become members and it is to the entrance 
fees and increase of number cause by the influx of new Members that the Brotherhood owes its 
vitality.

I think this plan is worth your consideration and I will see you about it in Montreal.

I have an important investigation with Mr Stephenson at Morrisburg on Friday relative to a 
blockade of freights and detention to No. 3 a few days ago, but will be in the office Saturday 
morning,

Yours truly

K. Blackwell
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Text of letter from K. Blackwell to Herbert Wallis (Mechanical Superintendent of the Grand 
Trunk Railway)

14 December 1876

Dear Sir

Since writing you this morning, I have become convinced that the men we have notified of their 
dismissal, are endeavouring in Toronto to make the other men take their side and strike. I do 
not anticipate that they will have sufficient influence to do this.

They will in my opinion try to get all hands to stop work at the close of this week or early next 
they must do it before they are off the road or their chance will be gone.

I hope to be able to find out tomorrow in Toronto what is really afoot and I will advise you, and 
in case I should find that there is any inclination to strike, I would like to know how you would 
wish me to proceed.

Your last instructions were to let the matter “simmer” so to speak.

But if I find any real danger it might be better for me to have some understanding with the men 
who have not recd [received] notices, so as to have their assurance that they intend going on 
with their work quietly,

Yours truly

K. Blackwell
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